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Abstract. Dry air, water vapor, hydrometeors, and other particulates (sand, dust,
aerosols, and volcanic ash) in the atmosphere introduce microwave propagation delays.
These delays must be properly characterized to achieve the highest accuracy in surveying
and atmospheric sensing using Global Positioning System (GPS) signals. In this paper we
review the theory of microwave propagation delays induced by the above atmospheric
constituents and estimate their maximum delays. Because the structure of atmospheric
refractivity can be highly complex and difficult to model, and because measurement tools
are unavailable for characterizing most of the refractive components, we use simplified
examples to illustrate its effects. Our results show that propagation delays due to water
vapor, cloud liquid, rain, and sandstorms can be significant in high-accuracy GPS
applications. For instance, propagation through 1 km of heavy rain can induce 15-mm
delays in L1, and because delays due to scattering are dispersive and alias as ionospheric
delays in L3 processing, L3 range errors are magnified to 20 mm. Depending upon the
distribution of precipitation relative to the configuration of GPS satellites, such
unmodeled delays can induce horizontal and vertical errors of several centimeters.

1. Introduction

Microwave signals transmitted by Global Positioning System
(GPS) satellites are increasingly used for high-accuracy scien-
tific applications including studies of weather, climate, crustal
deformation, plate tectonics, sea level, ice dynamics, and isos-
tasy. The 24 GPS satellites broadcast 1.575 (L1) and 1.228 (L2)
GHz carriers based on atomic clocks. Receivers for high-
accuracy tracking of these two carriers are commercially avail-
able at relatively low cost. Spilker [1978] describes GPS, and
Herring [1996] describes scientific applications of GPS. GPS
surveying over distances of 50 km or more has been routinely
achieved with centimeter precision [Segall and Davis, 1997],
and in some cases, where atmospheric delays are properly
corrected, it has been demonstrated with millimeter precision
[Ware et al., 1993; Alber et al., 1997]. In addition, the use of
ground- and space-based GPS receivers for atmospheric sens-
ing is rapidly increasing. Ground-based GPS receivers can
sense column water vapor [Bevis et al., 1992; Solheim, 1993;
Rocken et al., 1993, 1995, 1997a; Businger et al., 1996] and
integrated water vapor along GPS ray paths [Alber, 1996; Ware
et al., 1997]. Space-based GPS receivers using the radio occul-
tation method [Melbourne et al., 1994] can sense atmospheric
temperature, pressure, and water vapor profiles [Ware, 1992;
Yuan et al., 1993; Ware et al., 1996; Kursinski et al., 1996;
Rocken et al., 1997b; Kuo et al., 1998]. In order to achieve the
best-accuracy GPS measurements, the effects of various atmo-

spheric constituents are important. In this paper we review the
physics and estimate the magnitude of GPS propagation delays
generated by dry air, water vapor, hydrometeors, hygroscopic
aerosols, sand, and volcanic ash.

2. Background
Atmosphere-induced propagation path delays and unmod-

eled multipath are major contributors to GPS measurement
error [Meertens et al., 1997]. Water vapor is typically the largest
source of variable atmospheric delay. Changes in the distribu-
tion of water vapor are associated with clouds, convection, and
storms. In addition, variations resulting from orographic, fron-
tal, coastal, and seasonal gradients may be present. A “stochas-
tic” method minimizes survey error by fitting atmospheric de-
lays during GPS antenna coordinate determination. The
method generally models an isotropic atmosphere using a
mapping function [Niell, 1996] and does not consider horizon-
tal atmospheric gradients. More complex models would re-
quire a more sophisticated approach to resolve additional at-
mospheric parameters. Special cases dealing with complex
modeling or independent measurement of atmospheric
anisotropies are discussed by Davis et al. [1993], Ware et al.
[1993, 1997], Alber et al. [1997], and Bar-Sever et al. [1998].
Antenna design and placement can significantly reduce mul-
tipath errors [Solheim et al., 1997], and atmospheric delay
errors can be reduced through modeling and correction with
pointed radiometers [Ware et al., 1986; Solheim, 1993; Ware et
al., 1993; Alber et al., 1997].

Zenith path delay can be expressed as
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ZD (mm) 5 E
0

`

Ndz (1)

where N 5 106 (n 2 1) is refractivity, n is the index of
refraction, and z is the vertical signal path in kilometers. Typ-
ical high values of zenith GPS propagation delays are listed in
Table 1, based on calculations described later.

Atmospheric delay as a function of elevation angle can be
calculated using mapping functions. A simple mapping func-
tion for a plane parallel medium is the cosecant of the eleva-
tion angle. At low elevation angles, atmospheric curvature and
ray bending require more complex mapping functions such as
those described by Niell [1996]. However, at low angles, map-
ping functions may not adequately model highly variable delays
induced by water vapor and hydrometeors.

In the following sections we give a mathematical formulation
for atmospheric refractivity including the individual contribu-
tions from dry air, water vapor, hydrometeors, and other partic-
ulates. We also characterize their size, concentration, and delays.

3. Refractive Radio Phase Path Delays
Refractive delays are induced by the ionosphere and the

neutral atmosphere. Refraction in the ionosphere is dispersive
and therefore can be corrected using dual-frequency GPS mea-
surements [Spilker, 1978; Brunner and Gu, 1991; Ware et al.,
1996]. In the neutral atmosphere, delays are induced by refrac-
tivity of gases, hydrometeors, and other particulates, depend-
ing on their permittivity and concentration, and forward scat-
tering from hydrometeors and other particulates. In this
section we focus on refractive delays induced in the neutral
atmosphere. Scattering delays are discussed in section 3.4.

In dry air, refractivity is proportional to air mass in the
propagation path and is therefore predictable from atmo-
spheric pressure. In the presence of water vapor and hydrom-
eteors, refractivity can be modeled with the aid of additional
measurements. Refractivity can be separated into nondisper-
sive and dispersive components. The dispersive component
depends on molecular resonances in the vicinity of the prop-
agation carrier frequency. Since GPS carrier frequencies are
far removed from molecular resonances, their influence can be
ignored. In general, the total refractivity can be expressed as

N~ f ! 5 N0 1 N9~ f ! 1 iN0~ f ! (2)

where f is frequency, N0 and N9( f ) are the nondispersive and
dispersive parts of refractivity related to the real part of the
permittivity, and N0( f ) is attenuation and is related to the
imaginary part of the permittivity.

Refractivity in cloud droplets, rain, snow, and haze is due to
displacement of charge in the dielectric medium and to scat-
tering. Polar atmospheric gases and hydrometeors contribute

to nondispersive atmospheric refractivity. In atmospheric gases
the refractivity is due to displacement of the electron cloud of
the gaseous constituents and, additionally, to alignment of
electrically and magnetically polar molecules with the propa-
gated electric and magnetic fields. Significant electrically polar
molecules include water vapor, some oxides of nitrogen, and
many chlorine and organic compounds. With the exception of
water vapor the partial pressure of significant polar molecules
is essentially constant in the atmosphere. The only significant
atmospheric molecule with a magnetic moment is oxygen.

In the following sections, delays are separated into those
induced by the “dry” (without water or water vapor) atmo-
sphere, water vapor, hydrometeors, aerosols, volcanic ash and
sandstorms, and scattering.

3.1. Phase Delay Induced by the “Hydrostatic” Atmosphere

The largest atmospheric delay results from “hydrostatic”
constituents (gases excluding water vapor). The hydrostatic
delay is directly proportional to atmospheric pressure and can
be accurately modeled. The hydrostatic refractivity can be ex-
pressed as [Thayer, 1974]

Ndry 5 k1

Pd

T (3)

where k1 5 77.6 K mbar21, Pd is the hydrostatic air pressure
in millibars, and T is temperature in kelvins. Using the hydro-
static equation and integrating vertically through the atmo-
sphere, we obtain for the total hydrostatic zenith delay

ZDhydrostatic(cm) 5 k1E
0

` Pd

T dh 5 77.6RdE
0

`

r~h! dh

5 77.6
RdPs

g
(4)

where g is the location-dependent gravitational constant, Ps is
surface pressure in millibars, r is density in g cm23, and Rd 5
2.87 3 106 cm2 s22 K21 is the gas constant for dry air. A
barometric measurement therefore can be used to estimate the
zenith hydrostatic delay. If the barometric pressure is known to
1 mbar, zenith hydrostatic delay can be estimated with an
accuracy of 2.3 mm.

3.2. Phase Delay Induced by Water Vapor

The second largest contributor to tropospheric delay is water
vapor. It is also the most highly variable component of delay.
The wet refractivity of water vapor can be expressed as

Nvap 5 k2

Pv

T 1 k3

Pv

T2 (5)

where k2 5 64.8 K mbar21, k3 5 3.776 3 105 K2 mbar21,
Pv is the partial pressure of water vapor (e) in millibars, and T
is in Kelvins [Thayer, 1974]. The second term in this expression
results from the dipole moment of water vapor and is ;20
times larger than the first term. The (temperature dependent)
phase delay is approximately 6.5 times the path-integrated
water vapor [Hogg et al., 1981]. Normally, Pv values are less
than 12 mbar, although values as much as 40 mbar can occur at
high temperatures. Integrated water vapor is directly measur-
able with radiometers, Lidars, Fourier transform infrared spec-
trometers, and radiosondes.

Table 1. Typical High Values of Zenith Path Delay at Sea
Level

Source
Magnitude,

cm

Scale
Height,

km

“Dry” air 250 ;8
Water vapor 45 ;2 (typical)
Hydrometeors 1.5 variable
Volcanic ash 0.04 variable
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3.3. Phase Delay Induced by Nongaseous
Atmospheric Constituents

Line shape and intensity measurements and models of the
permittive atmospheric components have evolved and have
been improved [Debye, 1929; Van Vleck, 1932; Becker and Au-
tler, 1946; Gross, 1955; Waters, 1976; Liebe, 1989; Keihm et al.,
1995], thereby facilitating their accurate measurement and ap-
plication to high-accuracy GPS measurements. Stochastic es-
timation and direct measurement of water vapor have im-
proved GPS surveying accuracy to the millimeter level under
some circumstances [Dixon, 1991; Alber et al., 1997]. Because
of the success in diminishing uncertainties due to water vapor
and other sources of error, delays due to liquid and ice phase
water are becoming relatively significant. Phase delays due to
hydrometeors and other particulates can be significant in high-
accuracy GPS measurements. Hydrometeors are defined as
particles (such as fog, rain, hail, snow, and graupel) formed by
the condensation of atmospheric water vapor. Other particu-
lates that we consider in this paper are aerosols, dust, sand, and
volcanic ash. While the delay from water vapor is due to the
polar nature of the water molecule, phase delays induced by
cloud droplet and aerosol particles smaller than 1 mm in size
can be approximated using calculations based on permittivity.
For larger particles, calculations of forward scattering should
be included. For nongaseous and nonscattering (,1 mm for
GPS) particles, we can use the Clausius-Mossotti equation for
refractivity [Debye, 1929; Van de Hulst, 1957; Liebe et al., 1989;
Born and Wolf, 1986, chapter 2]:

~n 2 1! 3 106 5 N 5 1.5 3 106
M
r F « 2 1

« 1 2G (6)

where M is the mass content of the particles per unit of air
volume, r is the density of the particles (both in the same units
of mass per unit volume), « is the permittivity of the particles,
and M/r is the mass fraction of the suspended particles.

3.3.1. Phase delay approximations based on permittivity
for cloud, fog, and haze. By the Clausius-Mossotti equation,
dielectric refractivity is proportional to the total liquid along
the propagation path and is independent of the shape of the
cloud droplet [Born and Wolf, 1986; Jackson, 1975]. The per-
mittivity of water is a weak function of temperature. Liquid
water exists over a range of atmospheric temperatures (2158 to
208C), and the permittivity for liquid water varies from about
92 to 74. Since permittivity dominates both the numerator and
the denominator in the following expression, however, we can
approximate to within 1%:

Ncloud 5
3
2

Ml

r1
F «0 2 1

«0 1 2G 5 1.45Ml (7)

where Ml is the mass content of cloud water per volume of air
along the propagation path in g m23, r1 is the density of water
(;1 g cm23), and «0 is the permittivity of water.

The subscript l is used to describe all forms of suspended
liquid water including cloud droplets, fog, and haze. Recall
that the refractivity N is the deviation from the in vacuo value
of propagation velocity in parts per million. A convenient scale
of N for meteorological features whose dimensions are of the
order of kilometers is mm km21. A cloud droplet concentra-
tion of 1 g m23 for a distance of 1 km has an integrated liquid
value of 1 mm and would therefore induce a radio path delay
of 1.45 mm.

A direct measurement of the path integral of liquid water is

available from microwave radiometers. Such a measurement is
routinely made by multichannel water vapor radiometers to
make them usable in the presence of liquid water [Hogg et al.,
1983; Solheim et al., 1998].

3.3.2. Phase delay approximations based on permittivity
for aerosols. The assimilation of water by hygroscopic aero-
sols is a function of relative humidity. Provided that the con-
densation nucleus of the aerosol does not affect the permittiv-
ity of the aerosol droplet, the radio phase delay of aerosols is,
like other liquid phase droplets, proportional to the bulk con-
centration of water. Such aerosols tend to lie in the boundary
layer and therefore generally involve only several hundred
meters of propagation path length. Additionally, normal con-
centrations are #0.1 g m23 [Liebe, 1989]. Aerosols therefore
induce path delays of less than 0.1 mm, even if any contained
solute drastically increases the permittivity, and can therefore
be ignored except for very long paths.

3.3.3. Phase delay approximations for sandstorms.
Sandstorms are of concern to satellite telemetry and were
therefore included in this survey. They are frequent in some
locations and nonexistent over most of the world. They can be
a significant contributor to carrier depolarization and phase
delay. Depolarization can exacerbate antenna multipath be-
cause the circular polarization of the carrier is degraded, mak-
ing the antenna rejection of reflected GPS signals less effec-
tive. Sand and dust contained in sandstorms have permittivities
of about 4, depending upon moisture content, about 5% of the
permittivity of water. An extreme sandstorm lofts densities up
to about 40–60 g m23, creating visibilities of 4–5 m [Goldhir-
sch, 1982]. This yields a refractivity of

N sand < 18 (8)

Such heavy sand and dust loading would induce delays of 18
mm km21 of propagation path within the sandstorm. Scatter-
ing delays are insignificant because of the small particle size.
Sandstorms rarely loft material more than 3 km.

3.3.4. Phase delay based on permittivity of volcanic ash
cloud. Volcanic ash cloud is composed primarily of silica.
The size distribution of ash particulates is highly variable and
coexists with water and ice clouds soon after the eruption.
Roughly 12 hours after the eruption, the ash particle size can
be represented using a lognormal distribution with effective
radius between 0.1 and 20 m [Wen and Rose, 1994]. The density
of a typical ash particle (rA) is 2.6 g cm23, and the amount of
ash (PA) might vary between 0.04 and 0.0002 g m23. The real
part of the permittivity of ash particles is «A 5 6, for frequen-
cies less than 20 GHz, and the path-integrated ash is of the
order of 0.04 cm [Adams et al., 1996]. From the Clausius-
Mossotti equation the delay due to an ash cloud is smaller than
0.01 cm for the above case. There may be significant water
vapor release associated with volcanism that can induce delays.

3.4. Radio Propagation Delay Induced by Scattering
From Rain, Hail, and Snow

Forward scattering from sparsely distributed discrete partic-
ulates causes phase delay. As is shown by Tranquilla and Al-
Rizzo [1994], scattering effects upon GPS baseline measure-
ments are minimal if the scattering environments are the same
at the ends of the baselines, but precipitation is rarely so
uniform, and precipitation in the vicinity of the antennas can
cause significant errors. The real part of the forward scattering
amplitude is proportional to the phase delay. Two criteria need
to be met for Rayleigh scattering: (1) The incident field must
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be constant across the particle size D (pD/l ,, 1); and (2)
the phase difference between the internal field in the scatterer
and applied field should be negligible (i.e., n2pD/l ,, 1),
where n is the refractive index of the scatterer. For most
precipitation size particles the second criterion is not satisfied
and the approach is not strictly valid for computing phase
delay, but the impact of not meeting the second criterion for
computing backscatter cross section is minimal. The transition
matrix (T-matrix) method is appropriate for computing both
backscatter and forward scatter amplitudes of GPS wave-
lengths from nonspherical scatterers of the size of rain, hail,
and snow [Doviak and Zrnic, 1993; Vivekanandan et al., 1993].

A precipitation medium contains an ensemble of particles of
various sizes, shapes, and bulk density. Much of the atmo-
spheric moisture at altitudes with temperatures below 08C is
ice. Supercooled liquid water seldom exists at temperatures
colder than 2108C except in very small droplets. Even though
a precipitation event may occur at the surface as rain, there
may be ice high in the cloud.

3.4.1. Scattering model computation. We used a rigorous
T-matrix approach for computing the scattering characteristics
of a nonspherical scatterer such as rain, hail, and snow parti-
cles [Barber and Yeh, 1975]. Using a single scattering approx-
imation, the T-matrices were averaged over a specified size,
shape, and orientation distribution of scatterers. The shape of the
scatterer was assumed to be an oblate spheroid. The orientation
of the scatterer symmetry axis is assumed to be along the vertical.

The T-matrix essentially relates the unknown scattered field
expansion coefficients to the known incident field coefficients
(or field transmitted by the GPS signal). Scattering character-
istics of raindrops, graupel, and hail particles at microwave
frequencies were computed using the T-matrix method [Aydin
and Seliga, 1984; Vivekanandan et al., 1993]. In this method the
incident, scattered, and internal electric fields are expanded in
terms of vector spherical harmonics functions, which are com-
posed of associated Legendre functions, sinusoidal functions,
and Bessel functions [Morse and Feshbach, 1953, chapter 5].
The unknown scattered wave was obtained using a surface
integral equation method. The extended boundary condition
method and analytic continuity were used to formulate the
surface integral equations. The method is ideally suited for
axisymmetric particles such as spheroids and cones.

The T-matrix for a particular scatterer of given shape, size,
and composition was computed only once with its symmetry
axis along the vertical axis. Then to obtain averaged scattering
properties of an arbitrarily oriented scatterer, the technique
proposed by Wang [1979] was used. Depending on the orien-
tation of the scatterer, rotation of the incident and scattered
wave directions, as well as rotation of the unit vectors describing
the polarization states, were performed to compute the orienta-
tion-averaged scattered fields [Vivekanandan et al., 1991].

3.4.2. Phase delay based on scattering for a precipitation
medium. Coherent wave propagation through a precipitation
medium has been discussed by Oguchi [1983]. Consider the
propagation path to be uniformly filled with scatterers. Then
the propagation phase introduced by the precipitation medium
can be written as

fh,v 5 10232
p

k E Re~ fh,v~D!! N~D! dD (9)

where fh ,v is the propagation phase in rad km21, k 5 2p/l ,
l is the GPS wavelength in millimeters, N(D) is the number

concentration per cubic meter per size interval in millimeters,
D is the equivolumic drop diameter in millimeters, and
Re ( fh ,v(D)) is the real part of the forward scattering ampli-
tude in millimeters for horizontal or vertical polarization, as
indicated by the subscripts h and v . The scattering amplitude
is proportional to frequency and droplet volume:

fh,v}kV
« r 2 1
« r 1 2 (10)

where V is the droplet volume and «r is the relative permittivity.
An exponential size distribution of the form

N~D! 5 N0e2LD (11)

was used for rain, ice, and snow precipitation, in units of mm21

m23. This form of the particle size distribution was chosen for
reasons of simplicity, because the moments can be expressed in
a closed form. The slope L of the size distribution can be
calculated from

M 5
prN0

1000L4 (12)

where M is the mass content in g m23, r is the assumed bulk
density in g cm23, N0 is in units of mm21 m23, and L is in units
of mm21.

For raindrops, N0 5 8000 mm21 m23, and the above de-
scribed exponential function is called the Marshall-Palmer
raindrop size distribution [Marshall and Palmer, 1948]. Then
the slope L is related to rainfall rate R in mm h21 as

L 5
4.1
R0.21 (13)

Raindrops larger than 1 mm in diameter are assumed to be
oblate spheroidal in shape due to a balance between surface
tension and aerodynamic forces. Pruppacher and Beard [1970]
show that the ratio of the horizontal to vertical axis r and the
equivolumic drop diameter D , in millimeters, are related ap-
proximately by

r 5 1.03 2 0.062 D (14)

The T-matrix method was used for computing the scattering
properties of raindrop sizes between 0.1 and 6.0 mm. Using
(9), the propagation phase delay through the rain medium was
computed, and results are shown in Figure 1. Rain rates less
than 20 mm h21 are considered light rain, 20–60 mm h21 is
considered moderate rain, and more than 60 mm h21 is con-
sidered heavy rain. Steady rain in Table 2 corresponds to about
20 mm h21, and the heavy rain value corresponds to about 200
mm h21.

Propagation delay for hail is shown in Figure 2, assuming a
particle bulk density of 0.9 g cm23, oblate spheroid shape, and
an axis ratio of 0.8. Maximum hail size is truncated at 10 mm.
Ice water content of the medium varies between 0.01 and 7 g
m23. Propagation delay in hail is 50% of the delay in a com-
parable rain medium. The delay is lower for ice medium be-
cause the permittivity of ice particles is much smaller than the
permittivity of raindrops.

The propagation delay for a snow shower is shown in Figure
3. A snow particle is modeled as low-density oblate spheroid.
We assumed a bulk density of snowflakes of 0.1 g cm23 and an
axis ratio of 0.8. The snow mass content varies between 0.01 and
0.7 g m23. For a snow shower with 0.7 g m23, the propagation
delay is 0.6 mm for L2. The lower bulk density reduces delay.
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Figures 1–3 show that the precipitation delays due to scat-
tering are dispersive. Although the GPS signal is transmitted
with circular polarization, we present only the delay of a hor-
izontally polarized component. The horizontal and vertical de-
lays can differ depending upon the orientation of the hydrom-
eteors, the elevation angle of the propagation path, and the
polarization sensitivity of the GPS receiving antenna.

The L1 GPS carrier is affected more strongly than the L2

carrier. Very strong rain rates of 150 mm h21 cause L1 delays
of 12 mm km21 and L2 delays of 8 mm km21. In high-precision
applications of the GPS we do not directly process L1 and L2

data but typically form a linear combination of the L1 and L2

GPS phase measurements to cancel the dispersive ionospheric
propagation effect on the signal. The ionospheric-free signal
(the signal that we would measure if there were no ionosphere
between the GPS receiver and transmitter) can be computed
from the following linear combination [Spilker, 1978]:

Lc 5
f1

2

f1
2 2 f2

2 L1 2
f2

2

f1
2 2 f2

2 L2 (15)

This equation is derived from the known dispersive behavior of
the ionospheric electron plasma. Lc is the ionospheric free-
phase measurement, and L1 and L2 are the carrier phase mea-
surements at the f1 and f2 nominal GPS carrier frequencies.
The equation can be approximated by Lc 5 2.5L1 2 1.5L2. L1

and L2 signals that travel through 3 km of 150 mm h21 rain will
have phase delays of about 35 and 27 mm, respectively. In the
absence of correction for these scattering delays the ionospher-
ic-free linear combination performed in GPS processing will
amplify these phase range errors to 47 mm. Corresponding L3

range errors are shown in Figures 1–3. Even for less extreme
rain rates of 50 mm h21 (5 and 4 mm km21 propagation delay
according to Figure 1), the effect of propagation through 3 km
of rain is almost 20 mm after the standard ionospheric correction

Figure 1. Global Positioning System (GPS) delays for L1 and L2 signals due to forward scattering in rain and
the resultant range error in Lc.

Table 2. Maximum Path Delays Induced by Atmospheric Constituents

Source
Diameter,

#mm

Surface
Density,
#g m23

Surface
Delay,

# mm km21

Scale
Height of

Constituent,
km

Percentage
of Limb Path

Limb
Delay,
# m

Dry air 1027 1400 290 8 100 890
High vapor 1027 25 140 2.7 100 3066
Low vapor 1027 2.7 15 2.7 100 172
Cloud 0.1 5 8 5 100 107
Radiation fog 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.5 50 11
Advection fog 0.05 0.3 0.3 1 50 11
Haze 0.001 0.01 0.02 2 50 0.5
Drizzle 0.5 0.1 0.2 1.5 50 5.9
Steady rain 4 1 2 3 50 38
Heavy rain 6 7.5 15 (L2) 6 25 92
Hail 20 7 7 (L2) 6 5 8.5
Snow 15 .75 0.75 (L2) 3 50 4.4
Aerosols 0.01 0.1 0.1 0.5 50 5.7
Sand 1 60 18 1 50 205
Volcanic ash 0.2 0.03 0.01 4 50 0.15
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has been applied. Thus several-centimeter phase delays due to
rain may affect low-elevation GPS observations. These errors
should be clearly visible in the GPS geodesy data and in GPS
estimations of water vapor as compared with radiosondes or
radiometers.

4. Limb Delays
Recently, the GPS limb sounding technique has successfully

been applied for accurate profiling of the global atmosphere
[Rocken et al., 1997b]. Assuming a low Earth orbit (LEO)
height of 735 km and a GPS satellite height of 21,000 km, we
computed the delay induced by various atmospheric constitu-
ents for the limb sounding geometry shown in Figure 4.

The limb delay was computed for different atmospheric re-

fractivity profiles based on the surface refractivity and scale
heights listed in Table 2. Profiles were computed assuming
exponential decay of surface refractivity with height. For mul-
tiple atmospheric constituents with different surface refractiv-
ities and scale heights, refractivity from the different constitu-
ents at each height level was added. Note that refractivities are
additive, but limb delays cannot be added linearly. Because of
the amplifying effect of bending angle a(a) upon the phase dis-
tance from LEO to GPS satellite, the limb delay induced by a mix
of dry air and water vapor is not equal to the limb delay induced
by dry air only plus the limb delay for water vapor only. To
determine the limb delay, we first calculate the refractivity profile
n(a) and then the bending angle according to [Fjeldbo et al., 1971]

Figure 2. GPS delays for L1 and L2 signals due to forward scattering in hail and the resultant range error
in Lc.

Figure 3. GPS delays for L1 and L2 signals due to forward scattering in snow and the resultant range error
in Lc.
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a~a0! 5 2a0E
a0

` d ln n~a!

da
1

Îa2 2 a0
2 da (16)

This integral was solved to determine the bending at a tangent
point at the Earth’s surface, where r equals the radius of the
Earth RE or a 5 REn(RE). Once a is known, we compute the
delay along the path from the GPS transmitter to the LEO
receiver by integration. Finally, the limb delay is defined as this
integrated delay minus the straight-line geometric distance
from the GPS satellite to the LEO satellite.

Thus the limb delay is the sum of the geometric effect plus
the refractive delay along the curved path. The geometric delay
depends on the amount of bending, which in turn is a function
of vertical refractivity gradients in the atmosphere. Atmo-
spheric constituents with large vertical gradients or small scale
heights therefore have large limb delays, primarily due to the
geometric effect. The effect of “high water vapor” and “sand”
show this effect most dramatically.

Using the above described limb delay calculation, we esti-
mated limb delays for values of surface refractivity and scale
height shown in Table 2. Because of the highly variable occur-
rence and complex distribution of most of the delay-inducing
constituents, highly simplified models were employed to ap-
proximate real-world limb delays. Exponential lapse rates were
assumed in all cases. Each of the atmospheric constituents was
added to the base atmosphere of dry air and water vapor, and
the additional limb delay was calculated. For heavy rain and
hail we assumed that they would occur at most along 25% and
5%, respectively, of the characteristic GPS limb path sampling
length of 300 km. This assumption was approximated by ap-
plying 25% (or 5%) of the surface refractivity (and the corre-
sponding exponential decay with height) of heavy rain (or hail)
to the entire limb path. The “low” vapor value of 2.7 g m23 was
utilized to compute the base atmosphere before adding snow
(winter) and sand (desert) effects. For all other cases the base
atmosphere included the effect of dry air and the high water
vapor content (25 g m23). Clouds were also part of the “base”
atmosphere for the drizzle, steady rain, heavy rain, and hail
computations.

GPS limb soundings contain a positive refractivity bias, com-
pared with model refractivity, when hydrometeors and partic-
ulates are present. This occurs because hydrometeors and par-
ticulates are generally not reliably included in meteorological
models. The result is apparent high moisture or low tempera-
ture values, or a combination, for the GPS limb soundings.

The “limb delay” column in Table 2 shows the additional
delay generated by adding the constituent to the base atmo-
sphere. High vapor, for example, adds over 3000 m to the delay
incurred by a dry atmosphere, while low vapor adds 172 m.

Maximum path delays induced by dry air and atmospheric
constituents in dry air are summarized in Table 2. We list path
delays in mm km21 in recognition of the spatial variability of
meteorological events. Path delays can be multiplied by the
length of the propagation path through the particular medium.
For example, a propagation path through a 1-km layer at 158
elevation angle could have delays as large as 500 mm induced
by water vapor, 30 mm induced by cloud liquid, 60 mm induced
by heavy rain, 30 mm induced by hail, and 3 mm induced by
snow. Additionally, dispersive delays due to scattering can alias
as ionospheric delay in GPS and very long baseline interferom-
etry data reduction, causing errors.

If the constituencies are uniform across the sky, the resultant

delays are absorbed into the zenith delay estimation. However,
hydrometeors tend to occur in highly nonuniform distributions.
It is because of the broad range of spatial distribution of these
constituencies that we do not present modeled results of ge-
odesy positioning errors. Further, we know of no measurement
system that can sufficiently define the spatial distribution of
hydrometeors and can therefore offer no experimental data.

5. Summary and Conclusions
In summary, atmospheric delays induced by dry air are rel-

atively large and depend on slowly varying pressure fields that
are relatively easy to model. Delays induced by water vapor can
be as large as 50% of the dry delay (in mm km21) and are
highly variable and not easily modeled. Limb delays induced by
water vapor can be more than 3 times as large as those induced
by dry air, because of geometric effects. Delays induced by
hydrometeors and other particulates are widely variable and
are less than 3% of the largest delays induced by dry air and
water vapor. Because these highly variable constituents are
difficult to quantify, range errors from these constituents can-
not effectively be modeled. Proportionate to their magnitude,
atmospheric delays present problems in high-accuracy GPS
measurement and opportunities for atmospheric remote sens-
ing using GPS.
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